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ABSTRACT

Introduction Mindfulness is one of the potential alternative interventions for children with attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). Some evidence suggests that mindfulness is related to changes in brain regions associated with ADHD. The potential benefits of mindfulness on children with ADHD, as well as the feasibility of this intervention approach, are warranted through prior local and foreign studies. This study aims to evaluate the effect of mindfulness-based group intervention for children with ADHD and their respective parents through a robust research design.

Methods and analysis This study will adopt a randomised controlled trial design including 140 children aged 8–12 years with ADHD together with one of their parents (n=140). These families will be randomised into intervention group (n=70) who will be offered the MYmind programme delivered by trained healthcare professionals, and an active control group (n=70) who will be offered the CBT programme. The intervention includes 8 weekly 90 min group sessions for children with ADHD (aged 8–12 years) and their respective parents. The primary and secondary outcomes will include children’s attention, ADHD-related symptoms, behaviours, executive function and mindfulness levels measured by validated objective measures and parent’s reported instruments. Parents’ parental stress, parenting styles, ADHD related symptoms, well-being, rumination level and mindfulness levels will also be measured. Analysis is by intention to treat. The effects of intervention will be evaluated by comparing outcomes between the two arms, as well as comparing outcomes within subject through comparing measurements at baseline (T0), immediately after the intervention (T1) and at 3 (T2) and 6 (T3) months postintervention.

Ethics and dissemination Ethics approval has been granted by the Joint Chinese University of Hong Kong – New Territories East Cluster Clinical Research Ethics Committee (The Joint CUHK-NTEC CREC). Participants will be required to sign informed consent form from both parents and children. Findings will be reported in conferences and peer-reviewed publications in accordance with recommendations of Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials.

Strengths and limitations of this study

► A randomised controlled trial with a relatively large sample size and long follow-up period, as well as an active control group to control for non-specific effects.
► Both children with attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder and their respective parents undergo intervention at the same time that may benefit them directly and indirectly, and the intervention is group based, which might be more cost-effective than one-on-one intervention.
► Both objective and subjective measures are applied to test attention.
► Only children aged 8–12 years with normal intelligence are included.

Trial registration number ChiCTR1800014741; Pre-results.

INTRODUCTION

Attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) is a common neurodevelopmental childhood disorder.1 A study published in 2015 showed that the global prevalence was found to be 3.4%.2 In Hong Kong, the prevalence was found to be 3.9% among high school students aged 13.8 years.3 ADHD is regarded as a costly public health problem.4 The core symptoms of inattention, hyperactivity and impulsivity are associated with different pervasive functional problems among individuals with ADHD.5 They experience poorer academic achievements, poorer peer relationships, lack of constructive leisure activities, higher rates of job turnover, as well as higher rates of emergency room visits and automobile accidents as compared with their age-mates.5 Moreover, comorbid...
mental health problems are common among individuals with ADHD, such as disruptive mood dysregulation disorder, anxiety disorders, major depressive disorder, obsessive-compulsive disorder and substance use disorder. All these problems associated with ADHD cast a significant economic cost to society. The annual cost in the USA of ADHD was estimated at between $36 billion and $52 billion in 2005.7

Pharmacological intervention is widely used as the main treatment option in view of the neurobiological nature of ADHD. Individuals with ADHD have abnormalities in the right prefrontal region, the basal ganglia and the cerebellum, as well as dysfunction in neurotransmitter, such as norepinephrine and dopamine.8–11 Stimulants such as methylphenidate are widely prescribed to regulate these neurotransmitters.8–11 In Hong Kong, the adherence rate was found to be about 50–80% after 1 year of medical treatment with methylphenidate, and the adherence rate further reduced to about 36–46% after 5 years of medical treatment.12 It has been speculated that the low adherence rate is both related to the side effects and stigma associated with the use of medication.13 Therefore, alternative interventions for children with ADHD that carry fewer side effects and with less associated stigma are needed.

Behavioural parent management training and cognitive–behavioural therapy (CBT) for ADHD are common non-pharmacological interventions for children with ADHD. For behavioural parent management training, studies have shown that children who have parents diagnosed with ADHD have poor response to parent training, which is common among parents of children with ADHD.13 Another problem often experienced by families of children with ADHD is ‘parental over-reactivity’14 and elevated parenting stress.15 Although CBT has been used for adults with ADHD,15 very limited evidence supports the use of CBT among younger children.18–20 A recent meta-analysis also found limited evidence of behavioural training and CBT in improving children’s ADHD symptoms when blinded rating is used, and it shows no effect on parent’s mental well-being,21 though other benefits are found such as parenting quality and children’s conduct problems.22 As there is no current intervention that targets both parents’ and children’s core problems at the same time, an intervention that helps both children’s behavioural (inattention, impulsivity and hyperactivity) problems and parents’ mental well-being can be a promising alternative intervention for families of children with ADHD.

Mindfulness training aims to cultivate awareness by teaching participants to pay attention at the present moment non-judgementally. It has been suggested as a self-regulatory method for strengthening attentional processes that include orienting, alerting and executive attention.23 Mindfulness training involves formal practices such as walking meditation, sitting meditation, mindful eating, mindful movements and body scan.23 It teaches participants to focus their attention on the experience of emotions, thoughts, body sensations and sounds and to observe them as they arise and subside. Over the last three to four decades, mindfulness-based interventions have become a popular type of intervention in mental health, and accumulating evidence supports the applicability of mindfulness-based interventions in treating common mental health problems.24

There is evidence from neuropsychological research that suggests mindfulness training as a potential treatment specifically for children with ADHD. Mindfulness training can increase an individual’s ability to control attention and reduce automatic responses,25 which can be beneficial for people with ADHD as their impairments lie in their inability to control attention as well as their impulses to act. Studies show that mindfulness training can improve performance on executive functioning tasks such as attention, working memory and cognitive control.26 In addition, some evidence suggests that mindfulness is related to changes in grey matter concentration in brain regions involving attention regulation and emotion regulation,27 as well as neuroplastic changes in brain areas including the prefrontal cortex,28 which are also areas of abnormalities in individuals with ADHD. Hölzel et al29 reviewed current evidence and proposed that mindfulness training works because it causes changes in attention regulation, body awareness, emotion regulation and so on.

With the potential benefits of mindfulness on children with ADHD, more research has been conducted in this area. In 2008, Bögels and colleagues29 in a mixed sample of adolescents with ADHD, oppositional defiant disorders and autism spectrum disorders showed that participating in a mindfulness meditation—MYMind—was associated with improvements on externalising problems and sustained attention. In view of the bidirectional effect between parenting stress and behavioural problems of children with developmental disability,30–32 parallel mindfulness group intervention for parents was rendered in addition to the mindfulness group training for the children with ADHD in this MyMind programme. Another pilot study33 using mindfulness training for children aged 8–12 years with ADHD (n=22) and their parents also showed promising results although only a pretreatment and postintervention design was used. In the study, parenting stress and parental over-reactivity were significantly reduced with moderate to large effects, and there were significant improvements for adolescents’ ADHD symptoms. Another recent non-controlled preintervention and postintervention study on 10 adolescents and 19 of their parents, using the same mindfulness intervention for adolescents with ADHD and their parents, demonstrated improvements in both attention and behavioural...
problems reported by parents and teachers as well as improvement in performance measured by attention tests after mindfulness training. In addition, reductions in parenting stress among fathers and over-reactive parenting among mothers were observed. A study published in 2015 on 18 adolescents aged 13–18 years with ADHD and 17 of their parents, using the mindfulness-based intervention, demonstrated that adolescents who received mindfulness training had reductions in inattentiveness and conduct problems with improvements in adolescent peer relations. For parents, reductions in parenting stress and an increase in parental mindfulness were also observed.

Although the feasibility of using mindfulness training for children with ADHD was demonstrated by previous studies, research in this area is still in its early stage. Only a few studies have been conducted to evaluate its effectiveness. None of the studies adopted robust research design such as randomised controlled trials with satisfactory sample size, and most did not include objective measurements such as neurocognitive tests that measure attention. Also, all the existing studies in this area were evaluated in Caucasian paediatric populations with ADHD. One pilot study with pretest and posttest without control was conducted among 11 Chinese children with ADHD and their parents (n=11). The preliminary results of this study were promising, and the intervention was well accepted by participants although the findings were limited by the small sample.

Given important cultural differences in parenting style in Hong Kong as compared with those of overseas countries, parents in Hong Kong have a greater general emphasis on academic achievements in school. The motivation of Hong Kong parents to engage their children with ADHD in regular mindfulness practices within this high academic stress environment may be less than those of parents in the West. Thus, it is important to evaluate the effectiveness of mindfulness-based training on Chinese children as well as their parents to further assess cultural acceptability and effectiveness. Moreover, since most studies conducted so far were not randomised controlled studies, a more rigorous study design with randomisation of participants and the inclusion of a control group is needed to further evaluate the validity of results from previous studies. Therefore, we adopt an active control group to control for therapist’s attention, group effect and social interaction. Finally, as many of the preliminary studies have relied only on self-reported outcomes, objective outcomes are used to reduce self-report bias and to further improve the validity of findings.

**Objectives and hypotheses**

**Objectives**

1. To evaluate the effectiveness of a mindfulness-based intervention—MYmind—in improving children’s attention, behaviour and executive function, and mindfulness level as well as reducing impulsivity associated with ADHD in children aged 8–12 years and who are diagnosed with ADHD in Hong Kong.

2. To evaluate the effectiveness of MYmind in reducing parental stress, ADHD symptoms and rumination level, and improving well-being among parents of children diagnosed with ADHD.

The hypotheses are:

1. Children and adolescents in the mindfulness intervention group would have improved attention, executive function, and mindfulness level, as well as reduced behavioural problems than those of the active control group.

2. Parents of children or adolescents with ADHD in mindfulness intervention would report significantly greater reduction in parental stress, ADHD symptoms and rumination level, and better well-being than those of the active control group.

**METHODS**

**Study design**

This will be a two-arm randomised controlled trial that compares the mindfulness training for children and mindful parenting (MYmind intervention) with CBT (active control) for children and psychoeducation for parents. Assessments of outcomes will be conducted at baseline (T0), immediately after the 8-week intervention (T1) and at 3 months and 6 months postintervention (T2 and T3). Summary of the study design is shown in figure 1.

**Participants**

Participants will include children and one parent of each child. The inclusion criteria will be: (1) children aged 8–12 years with psychiatrist or psychologist diagnosed ADHD according to the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders – 5th diagnostic criteria or equivalent. The ADHD status will be reconfirmed by clinically elevated inattentive and/or hyperactive-impulsive symptoms as indicated by T-scores of either parent and teacher versions of Strengths and Weaknesses of ADHD-symptoms as indicated by T-scores of either parent and teacher versions of Strengths and Weaknesses of ADHD-symptoms as indicated by T-scores of either parent and teacher versions of Strengths and Weaknesses of ADHD-symptoms and Normal-behaviour (SWAN; Chinese version) at or above 95th percentile, or both parent and teacher versions of the SWAN (Chinese version), at or above 85th percentile; (2) with normal intellectual ability such that they can understand the materials delivered in MYmind and that they can complete home practice each week; and (3) children either not taking any medication or taking a stable dosage of the same medication for ADHD for at least 3 months prior to study enrolment and having no plan for changing medication during the study period.

The exclusion criteria of children and parents will be: (1) being unable to communicate and understand Cantonese as the intervention will be conducted in Cantonese; (2) the child having comorbid conduct/behaviour problems that are so severe that, during intake, the interaction...
between parent and assessor is interrupted by the child within 2 min, which makes it impossible for the child to participate in a group training (adapted from a task in the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule); (3) having a medical or mental health condition rendering him/her to be incapable of participating in the study; and (4) previous participation in mindfulness-based training.

**Study setting and recruitment**
This will be a collaborative study that involves non-governmental organisations (NGOs) serving families of children with ADHD. Both children and parents will be recruited through NGOs and parent support group during their regular education sessions for parents in the community, as well as through their monthly newsletter. The partnership between academic centre, community NGOs and parent support group will also enhance dissemination and implementation of findings in the future.

**Intervention: MYmind for children with ADHD and their parents**
The mindfulness-based intervention will be based on an established protocol (MYmind) used in previous studies conducted in the Netherlands, which is specifically designed for children with ADHD and their parents. This protocol will be used in the proposed study with modifications based on feedbacks and observation in our pilot that includes extending the break time for the children group and slight change of teaching order in the parent’s group. The protocol of MyMind was established based on Mindfulness-Based Cognitive Therapy (MBCT) and Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction Training (MBSR) and was adapted for use with parents and children with ADHD. The intervention includes 8 weekly 90 min group sessions for children with ADHD and their respective parents, as shown in online supplementary appendix 1. The intervention will be delivered mainly in separate groups for parents and children concurrently, following the training manual.

To encourage participation and retention, tokens will be given to children for completing homework and for participating in exercises during the sessions. With accumulation of tokens, rewards will be given for encouragement. Other aspects of the programme that aim to increase treatment compliance (highly structured...
programme, establishment of ground rules, breaks at regular intervals and the inclusion of a helper in addition to the instructor) will also be adopted. The children’s group will consist of 5–6 children, and the parent group will consist of 6–12 parents. Parents and children will receive session handouts describing the session theme, instructions for practice and homework completion forms (mindfulness practice diaries) and will be given recordings of mindfulness exercises to practise at home. All the teaching materials and handouts and instructions for practice have been translated into Chinese by qualified health professionals and were used in our pilot. The content of the translated versions was further face validated by a group of educational psychologists, social workers and clinical psychologists who provide services for children with ADHD and their families and who have undergone formal training with mindfulness training.

Instructors will be recruited to provide the mindfulness training. They should be health professionals (in psychology, social work, education, nursing or medicine) and have completed an 8-week mindfulness training programme (either MBSR or MBCT) in addition to completing the MYmind intensive training programme run by Professor Susan Bögels, who is the founder of the programme, or other accredited MYmind trainers (over 80 health professionals have attended her training in January 2015 and November 2017 in Hong Kong).

Active control: CBT
Children in the active control group will be given group CBT, and their parents will be given group psychoeducation (online supplementary appendix 2) in 8 weekly 90 min sessions. The group psychoeducation conducted will be based on a treatment protocol designed by experienced healthcare professionals in psychology and family medicine, taking reference from the current guidance of CBT treatment for children with ADHD and their families and local training guidance. CBT for children will include training on problem solving, self-control, academic problems handling, understanding and response to emotions, listening and conversational skills, perspective taking in social situations and social problems handling. Parents will be trained with the above skills and will be invited to identify children’s related problems as well as to understand and support children’s CBT training. The intervention will also be delivered in separate groups for parents and children concurrently.

Intervention fidelity
The intervention will be assessed for fidelity of implementation by audio-taping all group sessions. Independent reviewers, who are healthcare professionals with prior training on psychotherapy and/or MYmind, will be recruited to review 20% of all audiotapes randomly selected and rate the level of compliance to the intervention protocol of MYmind treatment manual and CBT treatment protocol.

Randomisation, concealment and blindness
One research assistant will screen potential participants for eligibility through telephone interviews. Participants will be scheduled for an interview with an investigator and the research team to further confirm inclusion and exclusion criteria, explain the study objectives and procedures, obtain informed consent and conduct baseline assessments. The eligible participants will be allocated to the two treatment conditions by an experienced independent statistician using computer-generated random results. The allocation ratio is 1:1. The randomisation results will be kept in sealed, opaque envelopes by a research assistant who is not involved in the study. Participants will be informed of their group assignments by the research staff using the predetermined results in the sealed, opaque envelopes. Treatment allocation cannot be changed after randomisation. The research staff member who conducts the assessments or the statistical analysis will be kept blinded of the group assignment.

Outcome measures
Basic demographic data will be collected at baseline, for example, age, gender, education, income and employment. Children’s medication use including name, duration and dosage as well as the presence of any previous diagnosis of comorbidities will be recorded. Primary and secondary outcome measures will be collected by a trained research assistant blinded to the group assignment at baseline (T0), postintervention (T1) and 3 months and 6 months postintervention (T2 and T3).

Primary outcome (for children)
Attention score of Sky Search subtest of the Test of Everyday Attention for Children (TEA-Ch) at T3 is adopted as the primary outcome for this study. The TEA-Ch, a game-like test, was widely used by healthcare professionals in Hong Kong to test for attention of local children. In the Sky Search subtest, children need to circle as many pairs of identical craft as possible on an A3-size sheet as quickly as possible. Children then complete a motor control version of the test. The attention score is then calculated by subtracting the motor control time per target from the Sky Search time per target. This subtest is measuring the selective attention of children.

Secondary outcomes (for children)
1. Sustained attention and attention control/switching: another three subtests of the TEA-Ch (Creature Counting, Opposite Worlds and Code Transmission) that measure sustained attention and attention control/switching. Creature Counting needs children to count the creatures following the route and use the up and down arrows to decide whether to switch the direction of their counting. The scores are the number of correct responses and the time score that is total time divided by total switches for correct items. In Opposite Worlds, children need to announce a number of digits, that is, 1 and 2, in a line in the same word
and announce the digits 2 and 1 when they see 1 and 2 in the opposite world as quickly as possible. They need to correctly announce before they move on to the next digit. The time taken is the score. In Code Transmission, children listen to a 12 min audio record and immediately announce the number before a code once they hear them. The score is the number of correctly identified numbers.

2. Attention measured by computerised programme: The Child Attention Network Test (ANT) is a computerised assessment of attention. It is designed to test three attentional networks in children: alerting, orienting and executive control. Alerting is defined as attaining and maintaining an alert state. Orienting is defined as the selection of information from sensory input. The executive control is defined as resolving conflict among responses.

3. ADHD symptoms: the SWAN Rating Scale (parent version) is an 18-item rating scale for children with ADHD to measure children’s abilities to focus attention, control activity and inhibit impulses. The Chinese version has satisfactory reliability and validity.

4. Disruptive behaviour: The Eyberg Child Behaviour Inventory (ECBI) is a 36-item, self-report questionnaire to measure parents’ perception of disruptive behaviours in children aged 2–16 years old, such as non-compliance and aggression.

5. Executive function: the Behavior Rating Inventory of Executive Function (BRIEF) will measure children’s executive function with high internal consistency. The tool was used among Han Chinese students in a previous study with higher scores indicating poorer executive functions.

6. Mindfulness: The Child and Adolescent Mindfulness Measure (CAMM) will measure the mindfulness levels among the children. The scale is currently under validation by our research team.

Secondary outcomes (for parents)

1. Parenting stress: the Parenting Stress Index (PSI) a 36-item questionnaire measuring parenting stress, with higher scores indicating higher stress. The Chinese version was validated and used previously in Hong Kong. Three subscale scores will be computed in addition to the total score: parental distress, parent–child dysfunctional interaction and difficult child.

2. ADHD symptoms: Adult ADHD Self-Report Scale (ASRS) is an 18-item validated ASRS (version 1.1) symptom checklist will be used to assess parents’ ADHD symptoms. The Chinese version has shown good reliability and validity.

3. Well-being: the WHO (Five) Well-Being Index (WHO-5) will measure well-being. A summed score below 13 indicates poor mental health. This scale has been translated into more than 30 languages including Chinese.

4. Ruminative responses to depressed mood that are self-focused, symptom-focused or behavioural.

Patient and public involvement

Patients or the public are not involved in the design and will not involve in recruitment and conduction of the study. Perceived levels of easiness, usefulness and satisfaction of the intervention by both children and parents will be collected on a Likert scale of 1–10 representing ‘not easy/helpful/satisfied at all’ to ‘extremely easy/helpful/satisfied’. The study results or individual outcomes will be disseminated to study participants on request.

Data and statistical analysis

Data will be saved in password-protected computers and locked cabinet. Only the study team will have the access to the data. Data will be reported aggregate, and no personal identity will be revealed from any reports. The Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) 10 standards will be used in reporting the study results. Mean (SD), median (IQR), frequency and percentage and 95% CI will be used for data description. Linear mixed models will be used to assess whether MYmind improves TEA-Ch (primary outcome) and other results of TEA-Ch, ANT, SWAN, BRIEF, ECBI, PSI, PS, ASRS, RRS and WHO-5 (secondary outcomes). A series of χ² and univariate analysis of variance will be conducted to examine whether there are any demographic differences between the intervention and control groups, such as gender or medication use. If there is any factor that is unbalanced between the two groups after randomisation, the factor would be put into the equation as a covariate. Additionally, we will conduct subanalysis to evaluate whether MYmind has different effects on different subtypes of ADHD (inattentive, impulse/hyperactive or combined). The intention-to-treat principle and per-protocol analyses will be applied. Missing values of participants will be input using the expectation-maximisation algorithm. Pearson correlation coefficients will be calculated to assess the strength of association between class participation, duration of mindfulness practice and all outcomes. Mediation analysis will be conducted using the structural equation modelling to detect if mindfulness levels (CAMM score) is the mediating factors between the intervention and results of TEA-Ch, ANT, SWAN, BRIEF and ECBI for children or rumination (RRS score) is the mediating factor between the intervention and results of PSI, ASRS, RRS and WHO-5 for parents. Effect size estimates will be obtained comparing preintervention and postintervention means and SD for results of TEA-Ch, ANT, SWAN, BRIEF, ECBI, PSI, ASRS, RRS and WHO-5 between and within groups.

Sample size

Based on previous studies, the study with the biggest sample size so far (n=22) using MYmind mindfulness training for children with ADHD and their parents by van der Oord and colleagues showed an effect size 0.55.
of 0.80/0.59 in children’s inattention and hyperactivity/impulsivity, and our pilot study showed a large effect size of 1.35 in the attention score of the Sky Search subtest of TEA-Ch. For the active control group, we would design the programme mainly with reference to the suggestions according to the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence guidelines and the content would not cover any attention training. Therefore, we assume the effect size of the active control group on the primary outcome would be small. We conservatively expect a medium effect size between the intervention group and the active control group on the attention score of the Sky Search subtest of TEA-Ch. For a two-tailed $\alpha$ error of 5%, an 80% power and a test of two independent groups, the required sample size will be 64 families per arm. With a conservative estimate of 10% drop-out rate based on our pilot study, we aim to recruit 70 families per group and 140 families (140 children and 140 parents) in total.

ETHICS AND DISSEMINATION

Detailed description of the objectives and procedure of the study will be given to the participants. Confidentiality of any identifiable personal information will be assured. Participants will be given a consent form regarding the present study. They can withdraw the study at any time. All the related documents, assessment protocols and results, as well as questionnaires will be locked in a secure location or with a security code and will be destroyed in 5 years after completion of the study. Any adverse event could consist of any unfavourable and unintended symptoms or disease aroused in the study will be recorded and reported, whether considered related to this intervention study. Any serious adverse events will be immediately reported to the ethical committee. Participants will be advised to seek help from a doctor or psychologist if needed. Study outcomes will be published in peer-reviewed research journals and presented in conferences according to the CONSORT recommendations.

DISCUSSION

ADHD often has significant negative impact on both children and parents. Children affected with ADHD show deficits in emotion regulation, inattention and behavioural inhibition and parents of children with ADHD suffer from high levels of parenting stress. In addition, parents of children with ADHD often exhibit ADHD symptoms as it is highly heritable. This, together with high parental stress, often results in poor parent and child relationships. Research shows that there is greater conflict in families with children diagnosed with ADHD when compared with that of other families. Given the reciprocal nature of children and parent behaviour, an intervention that works simultaneously for parents and children can be more effective and may be cost-effective for families affected with ADHD.

This proposed study will evaluate the effectiveness of a mindfulness-based intervention programme designed specifically for children with ADHD and their parents. It is a group intervention led by trained health professionals providing mindfulness training for children and parents concurrently. As there is a lack of intervention that simultaneously addresses both behavioural issues relevant to children with ADHD and chronic stress common in their parents, findings from this study will shed light on the benefits of mindfulness in improving attention and behaviour among children with ADHD and in reducing stress among their parents. In addition, Raes and Williams reported that mindfulness was significantly negatively correlated with uncontrollable rumination, and McKim reported that rumination significantly mediated the effects of mindfulness on depression. In order to advance our understanding of how mindfulness works, ruminative response to depressed mood in parents will be examined as a potential mediator between mindfulness intervention and parents’ outcomes.

Some limitations are anticipated in this study. First, only children between 8 years and 12 years of age with normal intelligence are included in this study. The results may not be able to generalise to other age groups. Second, we will not include teachers’ ratings as some of the groups will be run during summer holiday in the end of the school year. Teachers are usually changed every school year in Hong Kong and so we would not be able to collect preintervention and postintervention data from the same teacher. Therefore, we will not be able to investigate changes in school setting among the children participated in this study. Other than these limitations, the main challenge that we face is recruitment of participants. Since MYmind programme includes parallel group for parents in addition to the children’s group, parental involvement is essential in this study. However, it may be a challenge for working parents to engage in an 8-week programme. We will offer most of the groups in early evenings and weekends so that working parents will also be able to participate.

Group-based mindfulness-based interventions with 6–12 families in each class can be more cost-effective than one-on-one psychological interventions, while mental health services and resources are scarce for ADHD in the communities in Hong Kong. Group-based interventions can also reduce isolation and creates common bonds by acknowledging the universality of the ADHD experiences among parents and children. Mindfulness-based interventions could be a potential alternative intervention with potential long-term benefits for children with ADHD and their parents, as participants can practice mindfulness life long after they learn the skills. Findings from this work will: (1) provide evidence-based information on an innovative intervention that targets both parents and children diagnosed with ADHD; (2) provide an alternative intervention for children diagnosed with ADHD who cannot tolerate the side effects of medication or whose parents prefer non-medication treatment for ADHD;
and (3) provide children diagnosed with ADHD with a potential skill (mindfulness meditation) that can increase resilience for them at times of adversity later in life.
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